Abstract. Let F be a non-archimedean local field and let T be a torus over F . With T NR denoting the Neron-Raynaud model of T , a result of Chai and Yu asserts that the model
In this article we prove an analogous result for parahoric group schemes attached to facets in the Bruhat-Tits building of a connected reductive group G over F , assuming that the residue characteristic of F is different from 2.
Introduction
Let F be a non-archimedean local field and let T be a torus over F . Such a torus is canonically determined by the lattice Λ := X * (T ) together with the action of Γ = Gal(F s /F ) on it (here F s is a separable closure of F ). For large m, the action of Γ Let T N R denote the Neron-Raynaud model of T (see [BLR90] ). The main result of [CY01] asserts that T N R × O F O F /p m F is canonically determined by (Tr e (F ), Λ) for e >> m. With T denoting the neutral component of T N R this also implies that T × O F O F /p m F is canonically determined by (Tr e (F ), Λ) for e >> m. From the point of view of Bruhat-Tits theory, when the connected reductive group is a torus, the model T can be thought of as its Iwahori (or parahoric) group scheme. The purpose of this article is to prove an analogous result for the parahoric group schemes attached to facets in the Bruhat-Tits building of a connected reductive group over F .
Our motivation for proving such a result arises naturally from the question of generalizing Kazhdan's theory of studying representation theory of split p-adic groups over close local fields to general connected reductive groups. Let us briefly recall the Deligne-Kazhdan correspondence:
(a) Given a local field F ′ of characteristic p and an integer m ≥ 1, there exists a local field F of characteristic 0 such that F ′ is m-close to F , i.e., O F /p m Moreover, all of the above holds when Gal(F s /F ) is replaced by W F , the Weil group of F .
(c) Let G be a split, connected reductive group defined over Z. For an object X associated to the field F , we will use the notation X ′ to denote the corresponding object over F ′ . In [Kaz86] , Kazhdan proved that given m ≥ 1, there exists l ≥ m such that if F and F ′ are l-close, then there is an algebra isomorphism Kaz m : These results suggest that, if one understands the representation theory of Gal(F s /F ) for all local fields F of characteristic 0, then one can use it to understand the representation theory of Gal(F ′ s /F ′ ) for a local field F ′ of characteristic p, and similarly, with an understanding of the representation theory of G(F ) for all local fields F of characteristic 0, one can study the representation theory of G(F ′ ), for F ′ of characteristic p. This philosophy has proved helpful in studying the local Langlands correspondence for split reductive groups in characteristic p with an understanding of the local Langlands correspondence of such groups in characteristic 0 (see [Bad02, Lem01, Gan15, ABPS16, GV17] ). An obvious observation, that goes into proving the Kazhdan isomorphism, is
if the fields F and F ′ are m-close.
A useful variant of the Kazhdan isomorphism is now available for split reductive groups. Let I be the standard Iwahori subgroup of G, defined as the inverse image under G(O F ) → G(O F /p F ) of B(O F /p F ). By Chapter 3 of [Tit79] , there is a smooth affine group scheme I defined over O F with generic fiber G × Z F such that I(O F ) = I. Define I m := Ker(I(O F ) → I(O F /p m F )). In Section 3 of [Gan15] , a presentation has been written down for this Hecke algebra H(G, I m ) (extending Theorem 2.1 of [How85] for GL n ). Furthermore if the fields F and Let us note here that unlike (1.1), the above isomorphism is not obvious since the group scheme I is defined over O F and not over Z. In fact the above isomorphism is obtained by proving that the reduction I × O F O F /p m F depends only on Tr m (F ) and then evaluating it at the O F /p m F -points. Using the presentation and this isomorphism, one gets an obvious map
when the fields F and F ′ are m-close (also see [Lem01] for GL n ), which was shown in [Gan15] to be an isomorphism of rings. Hence we obtain a bijection {Iso. classes of irr. ad. representations (π, V ) of G(F ) with π Im = 0}
←→ {Iso. classes of irr. ad. representations (π ′ When one wants to prove the Kazhdan isomorphism or its variant for general connected reductive groups, one is naturally led to consider parahoric subgroups, study the reduction of the underlying parahoric group schemes mod p m F , and prove that they are determined by truncated data. That is the goal of the present article. Our proof is different from J.K.Yu's approach of proving (1.2) for the Iwahori group scheme of a split p-adic group. We will use the construction of the parahoric group scheme via the Artin-Weil theorem as in [Lan96] . Let us summarize the main results of this paper.
First, given a split connected reductive group over Z, one can unambiguously work with this group over an arbitrary field after base change. More generally, given a connected reductive group G over F , we first need to make sense of what it means to give a group G ′ over F ′ where F ′ is suitably close to F . Let us first explain how this is done for quasi-split groups. Let (R, ∆) be a based root datum and let (G 0 , T 0 , B 0 , {u α } α∈∆ ) be a pinned, split, connected, reductive Z-group with based root datum (R, ∆). We know that the F -isomorphism classes of quasi-split groups G q that are F -forms of G 0 are parametrized by the pointed cohomology set H 1 (Γ F , Aut(R, ∆)) (see Theorem 5.3). Let E qs (F, G 0 ) m be the set of F -isomorphism classes of quasi-split groups G q that split (and become isomorphic to G 0 ) over an atmost m-ramified extension of F . It is easy to see that this is parametrized by the cohomology set H 1 (Γ F /I m F , Aut(R, ∆)). Using the Deligne isomorphism, we prove that there is a bijection
Moreover, with the cocycles chosen compatibly, this will yield data (G q , T q , B q ) over F (where T q is a maximal Ftorus and B q is an F -Borel containing T q ), and correspondingly (G ′ q , T ′ q , B ′ q ) over F ′ , together with an isomorphism X * (T q ) → X * (T ′ q ) that is Del m -equivariant (see Lemma 6.1). It is a simple observation that the maximal F -split torus S q of T q is a maximal F -split torus in G q (see Lemma 6.2). We prove that there is a simplicial isomorphism between the apartments A m : A(S q , F ) → A(S ′ q , F ′ ) if the fields F and F ′ are m-close (see Proposition 6.4). Let F be a facet in A(S q , F ) and
We prove that the parahoric group schemes
are isomorphic provided F and F ′ are e-close for e >> m (see Theorem 6.5 and Proposition 6.11 for precise statements) -this result assumes that the residue characteristic of F is different from 2. To prove this theorem, we prove an analogous statement for the root subgroup schemes if the fields F and F ′ are sufficiently close, invoke the result of Chai-Yu (see [CY01] ) that the reduction of the (lft) Neron models of the corresponding tori are isomorphic if the fields are sufficiently close, and use the Artin-Weil theorem on obtaining group schemes as solutions to birational group laws (see Section 6.6 of [BLR90] ). As a corollary, we obtain that
as groups provided the fields F and F ′ are e-close.
To move to the general case, we recall that any connected reductive group is an inner form of a quasi-split group, and the F -isomorphism classes of inner forms of G q is parametrized by the cohomology set H 1 (Gal(F un /F ), G ad q (F un )). With G q → G ′ q as above, we prove in Lemma 7.1 that
as pointed sets if the fields F and F ′ are m-close using the work of Kottwitz (see [Kot14] ). Using the ideas of Debacker-Reeder [DR09] it is further possible to refine the above and obtain an isomorphism at the level of cocycles (see Sections 7.1 and 7.2). All the above yields data (G, S, A) where G is a connected reductive group over F that is an inner form of G q , a maximal F un -split F -torus S that contains a maximal F -split torus A of G, and similarly (G ′ , S ′ , A ′ ) over F ′ , together with a Gal( F un /F )-equivariant simplicial isomorphism A m, * : A(S, F un ) → A(S ′ , F un ′ ) (see Corollary 7.6). LetF * be a facet in A(S, F un ) and let
where F un is the completion of F un , provided F and F ′ are e-close (see Proposition 7.7).
With
, the above descends to an isomorphism of group schemes
As a corollary, we obtain that
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2. Notation and preliminaries 2.1. Deligne's theory. Let F be a non-archimedean local field, O F its ring of integers, p F its maximal ideal, ω = ω F an additive valuation on F , and π = π F a uniformizer. Fix a separable closure F s of F and let Γ F = Gal(F s /F ). Let m ≥ 1. Let I F be the inertia group of F and I m F be its m-th higher ramification subgroup with upper numbering (cf. Chapter IV of [Ser79] 
that is unique up to inner automorphisms (see Equation 3.5.1 of [Del84] ). More precisely, given an integer f ≥ 0, let ext(F ) f be the category of finite separable extensions E/F satisfying the following condition: The normal closure
Here is a partial description of the map Del m (see Section 1.3 of [Del84] ). Let L be a finite totally ramified Galois extension of
where α is a root of an Eisenstein polynomial
where π mod p m → π ′ mod p ′m . The assumption that I(L/F ) m = 1 ensures that the extension L ′ does not depend on the choice of a ′ i , up to a unique isomorphism.
2.2. Kazhdan's theory. Let us recall the results of [Kaz86] . Let G be a split connected reductive group defined over Z.
be the m-th usual congruence subgroup of G. Fix a Haar measure dg on G. Let
where char(K m xK m ) denotes the characteristic function of the coset K m xK m . The set {t x |x ∈ G(F )} forms a C-basis of the Hecke algebra H(G, K m ) (of compactly supported K m -biinvariant complex valued functions on G(F )). Let
Consider the Cartan decomposition of G:
be the stabilizer of the double coset K m π λ K m . Kazhdan observed that the obvious isomorphism
He then proved the following theorem. Theorem 2.1 (Theorem A of [Kaz86] ). Given m ≥ 1, there exists l ≥ m such that if F and F ′ are l-close, the map Kaz m constructed above is an algebra isomorphism. 
, there is a smooth affine group scheme I defined over O F with generic fiber
we can realize these groups inside W a and in fact
where W acts on X * (T ) in the obvious way. Let A be a set of representatives for W a in N G (T ). Then, by Theorem 2.16 of [IM65] we have that G(F ) = IAI. Hence G(F ) = w∈A,x,y∈I I m xwyI m . Fix a Haar measure dg on G such that vol(I m ; dg) = 1. For g ∈ G(F ), let f g denote the characteristic function of the double coset I m gI m . Then using the above decomposition we see that the set {f xwy | w ∈ A and x, y ∈ I} is a C-basis for the Hecke algebra H(G, I m ). In Section 3 of [Gan15] , a presentation has been written down for this Hecke algebra H(G, I m ) (extending Theorem 2.1 of [How85] for GL n ). Furthermore, if the fields F and F ′ are m-close, an argument of J.K.Yu (see Section 3.4.A of [Gan15] ) gives an isomorphism
Let us note here that unlike (2.2), the above isomorphism is not obvious since the group scheme I is defined over O F and not over Z, so some care is needed to compare these objects over sufficiently close fields. In fact the above isomorphism by proving that the reduction of the group scheme 
we will also write b ∼ β b ′ . Using the presentation and this isomorphism, one gets an obvious map
when the fields F and F ′ are m-close (also see [Lem01] for GL n ), which was shown in [Gan15] to be an isomorphism of rings. Hence we obtain a bijection
←→ {Iso. classes of irr. ad.
In fact, more is true. Let R(G) be the category of smooth complex representations of 
is an equivalence of categories with left adjoint
(see Proposition 3.16 of [Gan15] ). The purpose of this article is to establish an analogue of (2.4) for parahoric group schemes attached to points in the Bruhat-Tits building of a connected reductive group over a local field F . Our proof is different from J.K.Yu's approach of proving (2.4) for the Iwahori group scheme of a split p-adic group. We will use the construction of the parahoric group scheme via the Artin-Weil theorem as in [Lan96] . Before proceeding, let recall the main theorem of Chai-Yu from [CY01] . This will be a crucial ingredient in proving the main result of this article.
The main theorem of Chai-Yu
Let O F be a discrete valuation ring with residue field κ and let F be its field of fractions. Let π = π F be a prime element of O F .
Let T be a torus over F , and let K/F be a Galois extension such that T is split over K. Let Γ K = Gal(K/F ) and let Λ = X * (T ), the co-character group of T . Then T is determined by the Γ-module Λ upto a canonical isomorphism. Let O F ′ denote another discrete valuation ring, and we will denote the analogous objects over O F ′ with a superscript ′ .
We introduce the following series of congruence notation:
We denote this induced isomorphism also by ψ m . Having chosen the uniformizers, this also induces an isomorphism Tr m (F ) → Tr m (F ′ ), which we still denote by ψ m .
We say that "X is determined by
. This is a smooth model of T with connected generic fiber such that T N R (O Fun ) is the maximal bounded subgroup of T ( F un ), where F un is the completion of the maximal unramified extension F un of F contained in F s . This model is of finite type over O F . Let δ, h be as in Section 8 of [CY01] . For m ≥ 1 let e ≥ max{m + δ + 2h, 3h + 1}. Then Theorem 3.1 (Theorem 8.5 of [CY01] ). With e as above, the model
Let T denote the neutral component of T N R . This is smooth model over O F with connected generic and special fibers, and is of finite type over O F . Its O Fun points is the Iwahori subgroup of T ( F un ).
Lemma 3.2. Let T , e ≥ m as above. Then the model
Proof. Note that T is the identity component of the model T N R considered by [CY01] . By Theorem 8.5 of [CY01] (recalled above), we know that T N R is determined by congruence data. We just have to observe that this remains true after passing to the identity component T . For a smooth affine group scheme G over a scheme S, G 0 is the unique open subgroup scheme of G such that G 0 s is the identity component of G s for all s ∈ S. Now, suppose φ : G → G ′ is an isomorphism of S-group schemes, then it is clear that φ(G 0 ) = G ′0 . Since T N R is a group scheme of finite type over O F , we know that the generic and special fiber of T = (T N R ) 0 are geometrically connected. Now the formation of T commutes with any base change on Spec(O F ), so it follows that
Now the lemma follows from Theorem 8.5 of [CY01] .
As noted above, when the connected reductive group is a torus T , its model T is its Iwahori (or parahoric) group scheme. We will study congruences of parahoric group schemes attached to facets in the Bruhat-Tits building of a connected reductive group G over a local field F . To this end, let us recall some results from Bruhat-Tits theory and the construction of parahoric group schemes (using Artin-Weil theorem, following [Lan96] ), that will used later in this article.
Review of Bruhat-Tits theory
Let G be a connected reductive group over a non-archimedean local field F . The construction of the Bruhat-Tits building over F involves two steps namely quasi-split descent andétale descent. Quasi-split descent constructs the building B(G Fun , F un ) where F un is the maximal unramified extension of F in F s and thenétale descent constructs the building B(G, F ) from the building B(G Fun , F un ).
4.1. Structure of quasi-split groups. In this section, F will be a non-archimedean local field with perfect residue field. Let G denote a quasi-split connected reductive group over F . In particular, the centralizer of any maximal F -split torus is a maximal F -torus in G. The building B(G, F ) is constructed by glueing together apartments A(S, F ), as S runs over the maximal F -split tori of G. The building has a natural structure of a polysimplicial complex and G(F ) acts on it via polysimplicial automorphisms. Let T (resp. N ) be the centralizer (resp. normalizer) of S in G. The reduced apartment A(S, F ) is an affine space under X * (S der ) ⊗ Z R and there is an action of N (F ) on A(S, F ) by affine transformations. In order to explain the (poly)simplicial structure on the apartment and the building and the action of N (F ) and G(F ) on it, let us recall the definition of the affine root system and the affine Weyl group. 4.1.1. Chevalley Steinberg system. Let F s be a separable closure of F . We know that G and T split over F s . The Galois group Γ = Gal(F s /F ) acts on the group of characters X * (T ) of T , preserves the root system Φ(G, T ) of T in G, and also the base∆ of Φ(G, T ) associated to the Borel subgroup B that is defined over F . There exists a sub-extension K of F s splitting G. It is the smallest sub-extension of F s splitting T . It is Galois and is the field of invariants of the kernel of the representation of Γ on X * (T ).
We write Φ(G, S) for the system of roots of G in S. We know that the elements of Φ(G, S) are restrictions of elements of Φ(G, T ) to S, and the restrictions to S of the elements of∆ forms a basis ∆ of Φ(G, S). Moreover, the elements of∆ that have the same restriction to S forms a single Galois orbit of Γ in∆. For α ∈ Φ(G, T ), let U α be the corresponding root subgroup of G K . The group Γ K := Gal(K/F ) permutes U α and γ( U α ) = U γ(α) . Let Σ α be the stabilizer of U α and let L α be the corresponding field of invariants. We say that L α is the field of definition of α. Note that U α is defined over L α by Galois descent. If
This is called a Steinberg splitting of G relative to S. We then know that there exists a K-Chevalley system ( x α ) α∈Φ(G,T ) (see Section 3.2.2 of [BT84] ) extending the splitting and possessing the following properties: Such a system will be called a Chevalley Steinberg system of G.
4.1.2.
Root subgroups U a , a ∈ Φ(G, S). Now we describe all possible structures for the root subgroups U a , a ∈ Φ(G, S). We can assume a ∈ ∆. Let∆ a be the orbit of Γ K in∆. Let π : G a → U a , U −a be the universal cover of the semisimple group generated by U a and U −a . This group is semisimple, simply connected, quasi-split over F , split over K of relative rank 1, admitting π −1 (S) and π −1 (T ) as its maximal F -split torus and maximal torus respectively. The orbit∆ a can be identified with the basis of roots of π −1 (T ) in G a and π induces an isomorphism of the two maximal unipotent subgroups U + , U − of G a normalized by π −1 (S) with the root subgroups U a , U −a respectively. Since Γ K permutes transitively the elements of∆ a , the classification of Dynkin diagrams gives two possible cases:
Case I: The group G a K is isomorphic to a product of the groups SL 2 indexed by∆ a and are permuted transitively by Gal(K/F ), the field of definition of the factor of index α is L α and G a ∼ = Res Lα/F SL 2 . Case II: The group G a K is isomorphic to a product of the groups SL 3 indexed by the set I consisting of pairs of two elements {α,
and is isomorphic over L 2 to the special unitary group of the Hermitian form h : (
Here σ is the unique non-trivial element of Gal(L/L 2 ). We denote this simple factor as SU 3 , and then G a ∼ = Res L 2 /K SU 3 .
Note that Case II happens iff 2a is a root in Φ(G, S).
Suppose we are in Case I. The group U a /K is isomorphic to a product of U α for α ∈∆ a that are permuted transitively by Gal(K/F ). Then it follows that
an isomorphism obtained in this manner is called a splitting of U a . Via x a , we obtain an isomorphism of L α with U a (F ), which we also denote by x a by abuse of notation. If ( x β ) β∈∆ is an Steinberg splitting of G, then we have for each u ∈ L α ,
In the above, β = γ(α) for some γ ∈ Γ K and u β := γ(u). The subgroups U −a and the splitting x −a are obtained using U −α and x −α analogously.
Let m a (u) = x a (u)x −a (u −1 )x a (u). Then m a (u) ∈ N and the image of m a (u) ∈ N (F )/T (F ) is the reflection associated to the root a. Put m a = m a (1). Let G α be the simple factor of G a K of index α. There exists a unique L α -homomorphism ζ α : SL 2 → G α such that
be the associated pinnings. Then there exists one and only one L-isomorphism ζ :
If we transport the action of σ on SL 3 via ζ, then we see that
With this, we obtain the algebraic group SU 3 over L 2 defined by the hermitian form h :
The group of strictly upper triangular matrices are given by
obtained by transporting the group law from
In the above, for each β, we choose
Further, note that the root subgroup U 2a (K) associated to the root 2a consists of elements
4.1.3. On the splitting extension of the root. Assume 2a is not a root. We denote the pinning of U a by a pair (L, x) where L ⊂ K and x is an isomorphism Res L/K G a → U a . The subset of endomorphisms of the F -vector space U a are of the form µ x (t) : x(u) → x(tu) for t ∈ L and does not depend on the choice of (L, x) (see 4.1.8 of [BT84] ). It is isomorphic to L via the map t → µ x (t) and contains the homotheties of the K-vector space U a . This is denoted by L a and is called the field of definition of the root a. A similar definition can be obtained when 2a is a root, as in Section 4.1.14 of [BT84] .
4.1.4. Valuations. Let ω : F → R × be a non-trivial valuation, whose extension to K is also denoted as ω. The notion of valuation of root datum was defined in [BT72] . We define a valuation of root datumφ = (φ α ) α∈Φ(G,T ) of the root datum (T K , ( U α ) α∈Φ(G,T ) ) in the group G(K) (recall that G K is split) as follows: Choose a Chevalley basis x α , α ∈ Φ(G, T ), and put
It is shown in [BT84] thatφ descends to (T, ( U a ) a∈Φ(G,S)
) and defines a valuation on it. We explicitly define φ a :
for an arbitrary ordering of A ∪ B and we put
This number is independent of the choice of ordering of A ∪ B.
Given the invariance of ω by Gal(K/F ), we see that
• if a is not divisible or multipliable, then
Here we have used the convention that U 2a = 1 if 2a is not a root. These value groups have been determined explicitly in 4.2.21 of [BT84] . Recall that if 2a is a root then L a /L 2a is a quadratic extension; in this case, we let L 0 a (resp. L 1 a ) be the set of trace 0 (resp. trace 1) elements of L a . and let
Note that when the residue field of L a is of characteristic = 2, 1/2 ∈ (L a ) 1 max . Moreover, for a ∈ Φ(G, S), we have
if 2a is not a root (4.1)
4.2. Parahoric group schemes; quasi-split descent. In this section, F will denote a strictly Henselian, complete, discretly valued field.
4.2.1. Affine root system and the associated Weyl groups. The apartment A(S, F ) can also be thought of as the set of valuations that are equipollent to φ = (φ a ) a∈Φ(G,S) , where φ as above. This is an affine space under X * (S) ⊗ Z R and N (F ) acts on it by affine transformations (see Section 6.2.2 of [BT72] ). Let us denote the point of A(S, F ) corresponding to φ as x 0 . An affine function ψ : A(S, F ) → R is called an affine root if there exist a ∈ Φ(G, S) and l ∈Γ a such that ψ has the form
The collection of all affine roots forms an affine root system and is denoted by Φ af (G, S). Choosing x 0 allows us to identify A(S, F ) with X * (S) ⊗ Z R. With this identification, the vanishing hyperplanes coming from Φ(G, S) af makes A(S, F ) into a (poly)simplicial complex. The group generated by reflections through the hyperplanes coming from Φ(G, S) af is the affine Weyl group denoted by W af . The extended affine Weyl group is defined as W e := N (F )/T (F ) 1 where T (F ) 1 is the kernel of the Kottwitz homomorphism
The group W e hence fits into an exact sequence
Choose an alcove C in A(S, F ) and let Ω be the set of all elements of W e that preserve C. It is shown in [HR08] that in fact the above sequence splits making W e = X * (T ) I ⋊ W v and further more, one has an exact sequence
The subgroup Ω described above maps isomorphically onto X * (Z(Ĝ) I ) making W e into a quasi-Coxeter group and
(see Proposition 13 and Lemma 14 of [HR08] ).
4.2.2.
The associated root subgroup schemes. Let us recall the filtrations on root subgroups and the associated root subgroup schemes from Section 4.3 of [BT84] . For a ∈ Φ(G, S), let φ a : U a (F ) → R ∪ {∞} be as above. For k ∈ R, Let U a,k = {u ∈ U a (F ) | φ a (u) ≥ k}. Next, let us describe the associated root subgroup schemes.
Then L a,k is a free O F -module of finite type. Let L a,k be the canonical smooth O F -group scheme associated to this module (More precisely, given a free O F -module M of finite type, the functor taking any O F -algebra R to the additive group R ⊗ M is representable by a smooth O F -group scheme M whose affine algebra is identified with the symmetric algebra of the dual of M ). Let U a,k be the image under x a of L a,k and let U a,k be the O F -group scheme obtained by transport of structure using x a . Then U a,k has generic fiber U a and
is an algebraic L 2a -group and
Up to isomorphism, there exists a unique smooth affine O F -group scheme H λ of finite type with generic fibre H λ and such that
and a group law, which induces the group law (4.2) on the generic fibre. In more detail, let L k+γ and L 0 2k be the canonical
2k . Hence the group law can be extended to
λ , we obtain the O F -group scheme U a,k . By transport of structure of the isomorphism v → x a (0, v) from L 0 → U 2a , we obtain from the scheme L 0 k (for k ∈ ω(L 0 )\0), an O F -scheme whose generic fiber is U 2a and denote it as U 2a,k (see Section 4.3.7 of [BT84] for further details). 4.2.3. Construction of parahoric group schemes over F -following Landvogt. In this section, we recall the construction of parahoric group schemes as in [Lan96] . Given x ∈ A(S, F ), let f x : Φ(G, S) → R be the function f x (a) = a(x − x 0 ), where x 0 is the unique point arising from quasi-split descent as in Section 4.2.1. Let U a,x := U a,fx(a) . Let U a,x be the smooth affine group scheme over O F with generic fiber U a and with U a,x (O F ) = U a,x (as in Section 4.2.2). Let Φ red (G, S) denote the associated reduced root system. For a positively closed subset Ψ ⊂ Φ(G, S), a root α ∈ Φ red (G, S) is called extremal if the intersection of R + α with any system of generators of the convex cone generated by Ψ is non-empty. An ordering of Φ red (G,
This, in particular, produces unipotent group schemes U Ψ,x for Ψ = Φ + (G, S) and Ψ = Φ − (G, S).
To describe the underlying group scheme of the torus, write T = Z G (S). Since G is quasisplit, T is a maximal torus in G. Let T denote the O F -group scheme of finite type with generic fiber T as in Section 3. Then T = T 0 , and has the following universal property: For every smooth affine O F -group scheme T 1 of finite type with generic fiber T and T 1 = T 0 1 , there is unique O F -morphism f : T 1 → T which extends the identity on T .
The parahoric subgroup P x := T (O F ), U a,x | a ∈ Φ(G, S) . One of the main results of [BT84] is that there is a unique smooth affine O F -group scheme P x with generic fiber G and with P x (O F ) = P x . We recall the construction of P x from [Lan96] . The idea is to put an O F -birational group law on U Φ + ,x ×T ×U Φ − ,x and invoke Artin-Weil theorem (see Chapters 5 and 6 of [BLR90] ) to construct P x . Let us first introduce some notation. Let U ± x = U Φ ± (G,S),x and let X x = U − x T U + x . Since it generic fiber X x × O F F = U − T U + is an open neighborhood of the 1-section of G, there exists a unique F -birational group law on the generic fiber of X x . We want to extend this to X x . Since U − T U + and U + T U − are both open neighborhoods of the 1-section of G, there exist f ∈ F [U − T U + ] and f ′ ∈ F [U + T U − ] such that
Without loss of generality, we may assume that
Proposition 4.1 (Proposition 5.14, [Lan96] ). We have that inside
So we will identify (U
f ′ in the following. By Proposition 5.8 of [Lan96] , we can identify T U + and U + T and hence also T U + U − and U + T U − . In
we consider the open subscheme
So we obtain a morphism
Since X x has irreducible fibers over O F and since f / ∈ πO F [U − x T U + x ] f , we obtain an O Frational map m : X x × X x → X x . By Proposition 5.16 of [Lan96] , m is an O F -birational group law on X x . Now glue together the schemes G and X x along X x × O F F to obtain a smooth, seperated O F -scheme Y x with generic fiber G. Obviously the O F -birational group law m defined above can be extended to Y x . Now using Theorem 5.1 of [BLR90] to the scheme Y x , we obtain, up to a unique isomorphism, a unique smooth, separated O F -group scheme P x of finite type with group lawm together with an open immersion Y x → P x such that the restriction ofm to Y x is m. The generic fiber of P x is G.
Let F be a facet in A(S, F ). Then for x, y ∈ F, P x = P y . So we write P F for the parahoric subgroup attached to the facet F and denote the underlying group scheme as P F .
4.3.
Parahoric group schemes;Étale descent. Let F be a non-archimedean local field and F un be the completion of the maximal unramified extension F un (⊂ F s ) of F . Let G be a connected reductive group over F . By a theorem of Steinberg (recalled as Theorem 7.2), we know that G Fun is quasi-split. By the results recalled in the previous section, Bruhat-Tits theory is available over G Fun . See [Pra16] for an alternative treatment of unramified descent. Let A be a maximal F -split torus in G. By Section 5 of [BT84] , there is an F -torus S that contains A and is maximal F un -split. Note that X * (A) = X * (S) Gal( Fun/F ) . Let A(A, F ) denote the apartment of G with respect to A. Let F * be a facet in A(A, F ). We fix an algebraic closureκ F of the residue field κ F and identify the Galois groups Gal( F un /F ) with Gal(κ F /κ F ). Let σ denote the Frobenius element of Gal(F un /F ) under this identification. Then we know that there is a σ-stable facetF * in A(S, F un ) such thatF σ * = F * . SinceF * is stable under the action of σ, the parahoric group scheme PF * is also stable under the action of σ. In this case, the O Fun -group scheme PF * admits a unique descent to an O F -group scheme with generic fiber G (see Example B, Section 6.2, [BLR90] ). The affine ring of this
. This is the parahoric group scheme attached to the facet F * of A(A, F ).
Forms of reductive groups
As before, F is a non-archimedean local field with perfect residue field, O F its ring of integers, p F its maximal ideal, ω = ω F an additive valuation on F , and π F a uniformizer, and Γ F = Gal(F s /F ). Let G 0 be a split connected reductive group defined over Z with root datum (R, ∆). For an extension L/F , let G 0,L := G 0 × Z L. Let us recall the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. The set E(F, G 0 ) of F -isomorphism classes of connected reductive Falgebraic groups G with G Fs isomorphic to G 0,Fs is in natural bijection with the Galois cohomology set H 1 (Γ F , Aut(G 0,Fs )).
We denote this map E(F, G 0 ) → H 1 (Γ F , Aut(G 0,Fs ) ) by [G] → s G . The elements of E(F, G 0 ), are called the isomorphism classes F s /F -forms or simply the F -forms of G 0,F . Note that if G is a connected reductive F -algebraic group with G Fs ∼ = G 0,Fs , then there exists a finite Galois extension K/F, K ⊂ F s with G K ∼ = G 0,K . Such an extension is called a splitting extension of G.
Lemma 5.2. Let I F be the inertia group of F and I m F denote the m-th higher ramification subgroup with upper numbering. Let E(F, G 0 ) m denote the set of F -isomorphism classes of
The bijection in Proposition 5.1 induces a bijection between E(F, G 0 ) m and the cohomology set
5.1. Quasi-split forms. Let (R, ∆) be a based root datum and let (G 0 , T 0 , B 0 , {u α } α∈∆ ) be a pinned, split, connected, reductive Z-group with based root datum (R, ∆) where {u α } α∈∆ is a splitting as in Section 3.2.2 of [BT84] . Then Out(G 0 ) can be identified with the constant Z-group scheme associated to the group Aut(R, ∆). Consider the exact sequence
This sequence splits, with the splitting given as follows. Let
Hence the natural map
has a section given by
We now recall the following well-known theorem (see [Con] , Section 7.2). Fs ) ) if and only if G is quasi-split over F , that is, it has a Borel subgroup defined over F .
Lemma 5.4. We have the following: (a) The class [G] ∈ E qs (F, G 0 ) m if and only if s G lies in the image of
and Q c m :
where
Proof. This is clear from Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 5.3.
6. Parahoric group schemes over close local fields: Quasi-split case
be a pair of be a quasi-split connected reductive group over F and φ : G 0 × Z Ω → G × F Ω an Ω-isomorphism such that the Galois action on G(F s ) is given by s. We may and do assume that there is a finite Galois atmost m-ramified extension K of F over which φ is defined, that is, that s ∈ Z 1 (Gal(K/F ), Aut(R, ∆)).
More precisely, with * F denoting the Galois action on G(K), we have
for γ ∈ Gal(K/F ) and x ∈ G 0 (K). Then φ(T 0 ) = T is a maximal torus of G defined over F and φ(B 0 ) = B is a Borel subgroup of G containing T and defined over F . Let
be a pair of quasi-split connected reductive group over F ′ and φ ′ :
We write
, H and H ′ arise from the same Z-pinned group (G 0 , B 0 , T 0 , {u α } α∈∆ ), and the F -quasi-split data (G, B, T ) with cocycle s corresponds to the F ′ -quasi-split data (G ′ , B ′ , T ′ ) with cocycle s ′ via Q c m as in Lemma 5.4 (b) (but applied to K and K ′ respectively). To abbreviate notation we will write congruence data D m to mean
. We similarly have * F ′ . This action induces the action on X * (T ) as follows:
where γ ∈ Gal(Ω/F ) and λ ∈ X * (T 0 ), where we now view s(γ) as an element of Aut(
The lemma is now clear.
6.1. Apartment over close local fields. In this section, F will denote a strictly Henselian, complete, discretly valued field. We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2. Let T as above and let S be the maximal split subtorus of T . Then S is maximal F -split and Z G (S) = T .
Proof. Let S ⊂ S with S maximal F -split. Since G is quasi-split over F , T = Z G ( S) is a maximal torus in G and we can assume that T ⊂ B, with B defined over F . Then B and B are G(F )-conjugate, which implies that T and T are G(F )-conjugate. But conjugation by an element of G(F ) will preserve the split and anisotropic components of T , which implies that S and S are G(F )-conjugate, which forces S = S to be maximal F -split. It is now clear that
Remark 6.3. The torus S der := S ∩ G der is a maximal F -split torus of G der contained in T der := T ∩ G der .
6.1.1. Compatibility of Chevalley Steinberg systems. The Z-pinning {u α } α∈∆ of G 0 gives rise to a Steinberg splitting {x α } α∈∆ of G and a Steinberg splitting T 0 ) ). This isomorphism is Del mequivariant. Note that with γ ∈ Gal(Ω/F ) and γ ′ = Del m (γ), we have that
The {x α } α∈∆ and {x ′ α ′ } α ′ ∈∆ ′ each extend to Chevalley-Steinberg systems on G and G ′ respectively and continue to have the compatibility with Del m in the sense described above. F ′ ) , where (G ′ , B ′ , T ′ ) corresponds to the triple (G, B, T ) as above and S (resp. S ′ ) is the maximal split subtorus of T (resp. T ′ ) which is maximal F -split (resp. F ′ -split) by Lemma 6.2. Furthermore, with W e denoting the extended affine Weyl group attached to S, we also have a group isomorphism W e ∼ = W e ′ .
Proof. The reduced apartment A(S, F ) is an affine space under X * (S der ) ⊗ Z R. Using Lemma 6.1, we see that D m induces a unique bijection A m :
(where x 0 , x ′ 0 are as in Section 4.2.1 arising from Chevalley-Steinberg systems chosen compatibly as in Section 6.1.1).
It remains to observe that A m is a simplicial isomorphism. Let Φ(G, S) be the relative root system of G with respect to S. The elements of Φ(G, S) are restrictions to S of the elements of Φ(G, T ). Further, two elements of Φ(G, T ) restrict to the same element of Φ(G, S) if and only if they lie in the same Gal(K/F )-orbit. Further, with∆ denoting a base of Φ(G, T ), the elements α| S , α ∈∆ forms a base ∆ of Φ(G, S). Let Φ m : Φ(G, T )
The vanishing hyperplanes with respect to the affine roots Φ af (G, S) gives the simplicial structure on A(S, F ). Recall that
Case 1: Suppose that the residue characteristic of F = 2. In this case, we have by Lemma
where L a ⊂ K is the splitting extension of the root a. Then Del m gives an extension L a ′ ⊂ K ′ which is the splitting extension of the root a ′ . Further, e La/F = e L a ′ /F ′ be construction. Since the valuations ω(F ) = ω(F ′ ) = Z, it is clear thatΓ a =Γ a ′ . Consequently, the bijection Φ m extends to a bijection Φ
The extension L a /L 2a is unramified exactly when ω(β) = 0. In this case, note that
a ′ is the splitting extension of the root a ′ (and similarly we obtain
Note that ω(2) = 0 or ∞ according to whether the char(F ) = 0 of 2. It follows easily from Lemma 4.3.3 of [BT84] that when the extension L a /L 2a is unramified,
Since e a = e a ′ and e 2a = e 2a ′ we see thatΓ a =Γ a ′ andΓ 2a =Γ 2a ′ . We still need to deal with the case where L a /L 2a is ramified. Since the residue characteristic is 2, the extension is in fact wildly ramified. In this case the type of Φ af (G, F ) seems to depend on the charactersitic of F itself. More precisely,
• if char(F ) = 0, theñ
• if char(F ) = 2, then α = 0 and
Recall that F and F ′ are m-close. If both α and α ′ are non-zero, then we havẽ
However, it may happen that α = 0 and α ′ = 0. In this case,Γ a is not necessarily equal toΓ a ′ . Let Φ af a (G, F ) denote the set of affine roots with vector part a. Then in the case where
It now follows easily that ψ =ψ(· − x 0 ) + r is an affine root withψ = a or 2a if and only if, with ψ ′′ :=ψ
′′ is an affine root. Hence the map
It is easy to verify that D m also induces an isomorphism of the extended affine Weyl groups W e ∼ = W e ′ . 6.2. Congruences of parahoric group schemes; Strictly Henselian case. In this section, F will denote a strictly Henselian, complete, discretly valued field of residue characteristic different from 2.
Theorem 6.5. Let m ≥ 1 and let e ≥ max{m + δ + 2h, 3h + 1} where δ, h are as in Section 8 of [CY01] . Let D e and G, S, T, B as in the beginning of this section. Let F ∈ A(S, F ) and F ′ = A m (F) as in Lemma 6.4. Let P F be the parahoric group scheme over O F attached to F by Bruhat-Tits, and let P F ′ be the group scheme attached to F ′ over O F ′ . Then the congruence data D e induces an isomorphism of group schemes
Recall the construction of parahoric group schemes from Section 4.2.3. To prove this theorem, we will first reduction of root subgroup schemes and prove that they are determined by congruence data, use the result of Chai-Yu that the Neron model of the torus in determined by congruence data, and patch these two results together (that is, study the reduction of O F -birational group laws in Section 4.2.3) and invoke the Artin-Weil theorem to obtain the corresponding result for parahoric group schemes in Section 6.2.1.
The following lemma is easy.
Lemma 6.6. Let M be a free O F -module of finite type and let A = Sym O F (M ∨ ) be the symmetric algebra of M ∨ , where
Lemma 6.7. Let m ≥ 1 and D m as before. Let a ∈ Φ(G, S) and k ∈ R. Let U a,k be the O F -group scheme in Section 4.2.2. Let a ′ = Φ m (a) ∈ Φ(G ′ , S ′ ) and let U ′ a ′ ,k be the O F ′ -group scheme in Section 4.2.2. Then the congruence data D m induces an isomorphism of group schemes
Proof. We will adhere to the notation in Section 4.2.2. In Case 1, the affine ring representing
F ′ and we are done by the previous lemma. In Case 2, since the residue characteristic of F is not 2, we can take λ = 1/2. Then the affine ring representing the scheme
, where t 2 − αt + β = 0 with α, β ∈ O L 2a satisfying the following:
The extension L a /L 2a is unramified exactly when ω(β) = 0. In this case, note that α = 0 or 
It is easy to see that (and this is true only when the residue characteristic of F is not 2) the α ′ , β ′ above can additionally be chosen to satisfy α mod p
If L a /L 2a is ramified, then α is necessarily 0 and
In either case, it is now easy to check that the map ψ m induces an isomorphism
Consequently, D m induces an isomorphism of the reduction of the respective affine rings mod p
. To see that this is an isomorphism of group schemes, we need to observe that reducing the map
is ψ m -equivariant. This is easy.
Finally
and the result now follows from [BLR90] , Page 192.
Lemma 6.8. Let a ∈ Φ(G, S) and let U a,F be the smooth root subgroup scheme over O F which can be thought of as the schematic closure of U a in P F (see Theorem 0.1 of [Yu02] ). Let U a ′ ,F ′ be the smooth root subgroup scheme over O F ′ which can be thought of as the schematic closure of U ′ a ′ in P F ′ . The congruence data D m induces an isomorphism
Proof. This is an obvious consequence of the previous lemma.
Let us recall the Artin-Weil theorem:
Theorem 6.9 (Theorem 1, Section 6.6, [BLR90] ). Let S be a scheme and let m be an Sbirational group law on a smooth and separated S-scheme X which is faithfully flat and of finite presentation over S. Then there exists a smooth and separated S-group schemeX of finite presentation with a group lawm together with an S-dense open subscheme X ′ ⊂ X and an open immersion X ′ ⊂X having S-dense image such thatm restricts to m on X ′ . The group schemeX is unique up to canonical isomorphism.
6.2.1. Proof of Theorem 6.5. For a scheme X defined over a local ring R with maximal ideal m, we will denote X (m) := X × R R/m m . Let e be as in Lemma 3.2. We want to prove that D e induces an isomorphism of
as in the notation of Chai-Yu of Section 3, where Λ = X * (T ), Λ ′ = X * (T ′ ); so the result of Lemma 3.2 holds. We know by Lemmas 3.2 and 6.8 that
as O F /p m F -schemes. Further, by these lemmas, we also have that the
O F /p m F (as in Theorem 6.9). Now, P 
F are isomorphic. 6.3. Congruences of parahoric group schemes; Descending from G Fun to G F . In this section, F denotes a non-archimedean local field of residue characteristic different from 2, and F un denotes the completion of the maximal unramified extension F un of F . Let A be a maximal F -split torus in G, S maximal F un -split F -torus that contains A. Let T = Z G (S). Note that X * (S) = X * (T ) Gal(Ω/Fun) and X * (A) = X * (T ) Gal(Ω/F ) .
Lemma 6.10. The simplicial isomorphism
of Lemma 6.4 is Del m -equivariant.
Proof. This is clear from the proof of Proposition 6.4, Section 6.1.1, and Lemma 6.1.
Let σ ∈ Gal( F un /F ) denote the Frobenius automorphism. Let F be a facet in X * (A). Then F corresponds to a σ-stable facetF in X * (S). Note that Del m induces isomorphisms
Proposition 6.11. The isomorphism
Proof. From the fact that the Chevalley-Steinberg systems on G and G ′ have been chosen compatibly (see Section 6.1.1), it is evident that Corollary 6.12.
as groups. Proof. This follows from the previous proposition andÉtale descent (see Example B, Section 6.2, [BLR90] ).
Inner forms of quasi-split groups
Let G be a connected reductive group over F . Then there is a quasi-split group G q defined over F such that G is an inner form of G q . In particular, the F -isomorphism class of G is determined by an element in
q be the derived subgroup of G q and let G ad q , G sc q denote the corresponding adjoint and simply connected groups. Then the groups G der q , G ad q , G sc q are quasi-split (if S q is a maximal F -split torus in G q whose centralizer T q is a maximal torus, then S q ∩ G der q is a maximal F -split torus of G der q and Z G der q (S q ∩ G der q ) = T q ∩ G der q is a maximal torus of G der q , similarly for G ad q and G sc q ) and are in fact forms of G der 0 , G ad 0 and G sc 0 respectively (to see this note that
. Using Proposition 13.1 (1) of [Kot14] and the fact that G ad q has trivial center, we have a canonical bijection
.
Let E i (F, G q ) m denote the F -isomorphism classes of inner forms of G q that split over an at most m-ramified extension of F . Let (G ′ q , B ′ q , T ′ q ) correspond to the cocycle q ′ • Q m (s Gq ) and let E i (F ′ , G ′ q ) m be the corresponding object over F ′ . Lemma 7.1. The congruence data D m induces an isomorphism
Proof. Note that X * (T q ) ∼ = X * (T 0 ) ∼ = X * (T ′ q ) as Z-modules and the Galois action on X * (T q ) is determined by the cocycle s Gq (and similarly for X * (T ad q ), X * (T sc q )). Now the lemma is obvious by Lemma 5.4.
To proceed, we need to prove a version of Lemma 7.1 at the level of cocycles. To do this, we will use some results from Section 2 of [DR09].
Steinberg's vanishing theorem. Let G be a connected, reductive F -group. Steinberg's vanishing theorem asserts that Theorem 7.2 (Theorem 56, [Ste65] ).
As a corollary of this theorem, we obtain that the natural surjection from Gal(F s /F ) → Gal(F un /F ) induces an isomorphism
7.1. Congruence data for inner forms; a comparison of cocycles. Let A q be a maximal F -split torus in G q and let S q be a maximal F un -split F -torus in G q that contains A q . Let T q = Z Gq (S q ). Then T q is a maximal torus in G q,Fun with maximal F un -split torus S q . Let C q be an σ-stable alcove in A(S q , F un ). (Recall that we always work with the reduced apartment). Let P Cq be the Iwahori subgroup of G ad q (F un ) attached to C q . Let P Cq be the unique O Fun -group scheme with generic fiber is G ad q,Fun and whose O Fun -points is P Cq . Let Ω ad Cq ⊂ W ad := X * (T ad q ) I ⋊ W consist of elements which preserve the alcove C q . Here I is the inertia subgroup of F and W = W (G q,Fun , S q,Fun ). Then
by Lemma 15 of [HR08] . Let P * Cq be the normalizer in
Lemma 7.3. We have isomorphisms
Proof. The proof of this lemma is given in Section 2.3 and 2.4 of [DR09] assuming G q,Fun is split. However, the same arguments go through in the general case with the obvious modifications.
Let c be a cocycle in Z 1 (Gal(F un /F ), Ω ad Cq ). By Lemma 2.1.2 of [DR09] , since Ω ad Cq is finite, we have
Cq . Let G be the inner form of G q determined by c. Let c(σ) = w σ . Write w σ = (λ, w) with λ ∈ X * (T ) I and w ∈ W . Let K ⊂ F s denote the finite atmost m-ramified extension of F un over which G q,Fun splits.
be the representative of w chosen using the Chevalley-Steinberg system we fixed in Section 6.1.1.
Let m σ = t w. Since w σ stabilizes C q , it follows that m σ P Cq m −1 σ = P Cq . Hence m σ ∈ P * Cq . Therefore c(σ) = m σ ∈ Z 1 (Gal(F un /F ), N ad Cq ). The cocycle c also determines the group G ad as a pure inner form of G ad q . More precisely, we identify G(F un ) → G q (F un ), g * → g
and the new action of σ on an element g * ∈ G(F un ), which we denote by σ * , is given by σ * · g * = ( c(σ)(σ · g)) *
(Here σ · g denotes the action of σ on g ∈ G q (F un )). Note that c(σ) ∈ G ad q (F un ) = Inn(G q )(F un ). The maximal F un -split torus S q of G q gives a maximal F un -split, F un -torus S in G. Let X * (S) → X * (S q ), τ * → τ . For τ * ∈ X * (S), σ * · τ * = (w σ (σ · τ )) * . Since S q is defined over F , σ · τ ∈ X * (S q ). Since w σ ∈ Ω ad Cq , we see that X * (S) is stable under the action of σ, and hence S is defined over F .
Lemma 7.4. Let A be the F -split torus of G determined by the Z-module X * (S) σ * . Then A is a maximal F -split torus in G.
Proof. Consider the reduced apartment A(S q , F un ). We view this as an apartment G ad (F un ) and denote it by A(S, F un ). The action σ * on x * ∈ A(S, F un ) given by σ * · x * = (w σ (σ · x)) * . Let C * denote the alcove in A(S, F un ) corresponding to C q . Then σ * · C * = (w σ (σ · C q )) * . Since σ · C q = C q and since w σ ∈ Ω Cq , we see that C * is a σ * -stable alcove in A(S, F un ). In particular, A(S, F un ) is σ * -stable. Then C σ * * is an alcove in the reduced apartment A(A, F ), which forces A ad to be maximal F -split in G ad and consequently, A, the preimage of A ad in G is maximal F -split in G. X * (T ad ′ q ) → X * (T ad ′ q ) I , andλ →λ ′ under the isomorphism X * (T ad q ) ∼ = X * (T ad ′ q ). Also w ′ is the representative of w chosen using the Chevalley Steinberg system fixed in Section 6.1.1. Let c ′ ∈ Z 1 (Gal(F un ′ /F ′ ), N ad ′ C ′ q ) be the cocycle with c ′ (σ ′ ) = m σ ′ . Let G ′ be the inner form of G ′ q determined by c ′ (or c ′ ). Let S ′ be the maximal F un -split, F un -torus of G ′ corresponding to S ′ q but with the action of σ ′ given by the cocycle c ′ . More precisely, for g ′ * ∈ G ′ (F un ′ ),
where σ ′ = Del m (σ) as before, and σ ′ · g ′ denotes the action of σ ′ on G ′ q (F un ′ ). As in Lemma 7.4, we see that S ′ is an F ′ -torus that is maximal F un ′ -split and whose split component A ′ is a maximal F ′ -split torus in G ′ .
Corollary 7.5. With G → G ′ as above, the F -rank of G is equal to the F ′ -rank of G ′ .
Proof. This is because rank(S) = rank(S ′ ) and the isomorphism X * (S) → X * (S ′ ) is σ * -equivariant. Hence rank(A) = rank(A ′ ) by Lemma 7.4. Proof. Let g ∈ PF . Then σ * · g * = (m σ (σ · g)m −1 σ ) * . First, let us understand the action of σ * on an element of PF more explicitly. Recall that
For b ∈ Φ(G q , S q ) and v ∈ U a,F , we have
Let u = σ · v. Let us first compute wx b (u) w −1 . To do this, we will first assume that w = s a where a ∈ ∆. We will write down the argument assuming 2b is not a root; the case when 2b is a root can be handled in a similar fashion. Let β| Sq = b and let L β ⊂ K denoting the field of definition of the root β over F un . Note that L sa·β = L β . This is because, for γ ∈ Gal(K/F un ), γ · β = β implies that γ(s a · β) = s a · γ(β) = s a · β. We have, for u ∈ L β = U b ( F un ), Then for x ∈ L β , a simple calculation yields that Note, for each γ ∈ Gal(K/F un ), γ · t = t. Let α ∈ Φ(G q .T q ) with α| Sq = a. With L α denoting the field of definition of the root α, we have α : T → G m is defined over L α . Hence α(t) ∈ L × α . Consequently, tx a (u)t −1 = x a (α(t)u)
for each u ∈ L α . Hence σ · x b (u) = x w·b (d w,b α(t)u)
where α ∈ Φ(G q , T q ) is such that α| Sq = w · b. For x ∈ T q (O Fun ),
Combining these observations, and using the fact that p m is σ-equivariant (see Lemma 6.11), it is now easy to prove that the map p m, * has the property that p m, * • σ * = σ ′ * • p m, * , finishing the proof of the lemma.
Corollary 7.8. The isomorphism p m, * induces an isomorphism of group schemes
In particular P F * (O F /p m F ) and P F ′ *
(O F ′ /p m F ′ ) are isomorphic as groups. Proof. This follows from Proposition 7.7 andétale descent (Example B, Section 6.2, [BLR90] ).
